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Key things to know about 4YPs

The purpose of a Four Year Plan (4YP) is for Ministry
Ieaders, in consultation with Ministers and the Corporate
Centre, to shape and set out the medium-term view for a
department.

A 4YP is an integrated plan showing how the department's
interventions will create increasing value for New Zealanders
(and particular target groups).

Resources are an integral element of the plan - identifying
how workforce, funding, and key capital investments, critical
contracts, or ICT systems will be managed to enable delivery
today and in the future.

Where demand or ambition exceeds current resources, the
plan should identify the choices available to public sector
leaders to manage trade-offs and costpressures within
baselines. If you have concerns with communicating
sensitive choices please discuss this with your Corporate
Centre team.

A 4YP provides a view beyond just the Ministry including the
organisations needed to help achieve strategic objectives
and the partners the Ministry is responsible for adminrstering
or funding eg Crown Entities, NGOs, DHBS, schools etc.

Where does the 4YP fit with the budget process?

. A 4YP is a straiegy product no1 a budget product. A 4YP sets the scene and shows
how value will be created trom Lhe full baselir"e- not thc marginal new spend.

. A quality 4YP will signal years in advance budget oppodunities and cost pTessures.

. Details needed to suppofi any budget bid should be provlded through the budget
process - not the 4YP.

. For more information see Understantling where the 4YP fits.

Does our 4YP have to be long to be comprehensive?
o No, a 4YP doesn't have to be long (eg 100 pages) to be comprehensive - it is an

overview of strategically important information with sufficient detail where it matters.

. lf the plan is getting unwieldly you are invited to attach existing documents to your
4YP, (including a Briefing to your Incoming Ministe0 and are asked to weave the
main elements of those documents into the body ofthe 4YP to show their conneition.



What has changed?

The key changes in this year's approach are informed by a vision for Staie sector strategic
planning which is that strategic planning should:

o Sit in a performance and delivery context, aligning with performance reports (eg

dashboards, quarterly, and annual reports).

o Be proportionate to the public resource invested.

o Support:
. Challenging conversations/decisions about choices, challenges, and results,

. System and portfolio investment decisions, and

. Services arranged around the lives and businesses of New Zealanders.

. For the 2018 round there is a focus on investmenlintensive agencies and sequencing
the 4YP better with other similar strategic planning requirements (eg PlF, LTIP, and
Strategic lntentlons). This means that only MOH, MOE, NZDF, DOC, l\,4BlE, MOJ, Police,
Corrections, DIA and lR are required to formally submit thelr updated 4YPs.

. The due date is Friday 15 December 2017. This deadline was set to allow agencies an

opportuniiy to engage their Mlnisters as soon as possible after the September 20'17

General Election to discuss and endorse their 2018 4YP.

. All other agencies are welcome to update their plan whenever they, or their Minister,
consider it appropriate. Small to medium-sized departments will only be required to
formally submit the latest version of their 4YP every 2 years, and Padiamentary Agencies
every 3 years.

The key changes in this year's guide are:

. A one page overview about key things to know about 4YPs has been crealed.

. A focus on performance and delivery - a new element has been added to the core
elements of a 4YP focusing on 'progress and managing performance'.

. The content has remained largely the same but the order has changed (seclions about
how the 4YP is used and where it fits with other processes and documents have been

moved to the back).

. Examples have been added to provide insights into how other agencies are planning.

. Content in the guide is now available on the Four Year Plan page on the Public Sector
lnternet along with published 4YPs available as an agency resource. The guide is also
still available on the SSC website.



Timelines tor 20'18

CFlSnet is the Crown's Financial lnformation System. lt is a secure web site designed by The Treasury to
collect forecast and actual information from Government Departments, Crown Entities (CEs) and State-
Owned Enterprises (SOES). As access to CFlsnet is restricted you will need to liaise with your finance team
to upload the document.

April-July 2017 Engagement with your Corporate Centre team on actions your
Department will take in response to the Corporate Centre team's
feedback on the 2017 4YP.

Aug - Nov 2017 No formal drafts are required to be submitted. However, you
should be engaging with your Corporate Centre team throughout
the process with any questions or around key milestones or
content.

23 Sept 2017 NZ General Election

Oct-Dec 2017 During your engagements with potentially new Ministers, after the
election, you should be looking for opportunities to discuss your
4YP, which needs to be endorsed by mid-December. Where there
are uncertainties, these can be highlighted along with the actions
to resolve them, reflecting a snapshot at a point in time. lf
iimeframes are looking tight an unendorsed version should stlll be
submitted by the deadline.

15 December 2017 Final 4YPs submitted (uploaded to CFlSnetl).

This needs to be approved by the chief executive and endorsed by
the responsible Minister.

January 2018 Review of 4YPs by your Corporate Centre team (see Knowing how
your plan will be reviewed).

February 2018 Feedback on your 4YP by your Corporate Centre leam.

May - by Budget day
(optional)

You are not expected to formally resubmit your 4YP if you update
it during the year.

There is an option to update your 2018 4YP (uploaded to CFlSnet,
once approved by the CE and endorsed by the responsible
Minister). This gives you the opportunity to keep your 4YP up-to-
date for communicating with stakeholders if decisions made during
the budget process have had a siqnificant imoact on your Plan.

Budget day 2018 Proactive release of your 4YP (redacted as necessary) if
desireable.

Day after Budget day [anticipated] Submission of the 4YP as parl of Select Committee
Standard Estimates Questionnaire

Date What



Process overview
Strategy development and planning

Strategy development is not just about where you want to go but also about:

. where you are now (current performance)
o anticipated changes in your operating environment, and
. planning a pathway forvvard.

Agencies are generally good at identifying where they want to go and what their strategic
objectives are. Greater focus on curTent performance, anticipated changes in the
environment and the pathway forward will help advance you towards your strategic
objectives.

Start with where you are now (current performance)

How have you been progressing against your existing plan, what has been working well and
what hasn't? What is supporting the department's delivery and performance - what isn't? What
do your recent Annual Reports, and other evaluations/evidence tell you about the department's
performance?

Anticipated changes in your operating environment

Planning should include monitoring offactors affecting delivery now and the future. Anticipating
future changes in the operating environment, and their impact on your department, should form
part of your environmental scanning. The 4YP can be used to show how areas of uncertainty
are being worked through.

Planning a pathway forward

A vital part ofthe process is identifying steps or stages between where the department is now
and where it wants to be in the future. By imagining the desired future state and working back
to the current state it may be possible to see a pathway or roadmap. ln some departments this
will be complex picture, but might be outlined showlng different workstreams or themes.
However you do it, focus is needed on the stages of work over each of ihe next four years,
and what milestones or indicators the department might use to know it is on track.

Engaging others

How you undertake your strategic and medium-lerm planning is up to you, but we recommend
that you engage:

. early with Ministers and your Corporate Centre team to discuss priorities and expectations
for the strategic planning process and 4YP,

. early wilh organisations with whom you have shared outcomes, customers and
dependencies to understand how you will engage each other in your respective planning
processes, including through cross agency governance bodies,

. a multi-discipline project team to support a joined-up planning process, informed by
different perspectives and information,

. with your operational divisions given their insight of the department's customers, and whai
works and doesn't work.



What is a 4YP - what are the core elements?
What is a 4YP?

The 4YP shows how a department plans to create increasing value for New Zealanders (or
particular target groups). lt gives a view of strategy and delivery plans across the next four
years2, set in the context of the department's strategic objectives.

It is an integrated stralegy for the
department's interventions, people and
other resources to move towards the
departmenl's strategic objectives.
Where demand or ambition exceeds
resources, the plan should identify the
choices lo manage pressures and
challenges within baselines-
Performance indicators or milestones
across each of the four years show how
the department will know it is on track.

The 4YP provides a view beyond just the department, including key groups eg. Crown
Entities, NGOs, DHBs, schools, and other significant system partners.

All of the department's Votes and appropriations, including non-departmental appropriations
administered by a department are within scope.

The core elements ofthe plan are below and are subsequently unpacked in detail. There are
many considerations and you are encouraged to focus on the strategically important
elements, given your department's organisational context. What your 4YP looks like is up to
you to determine in terms of what works best for your organisation.

2 We recognise that for some departments four years is too short a strategic planning horizon (eg; for elements of
your department's business), ln which case your strategic planning process should take into account the appropriate

time horizon and result in differing Ievels of detail depending on the timeframe involved.

and set out the medium-term view



Core elements of the 4YP

Regardless of how you structure your 4YP, it must provide insight into how the departnrent
plans to create increasing value for its customers and New Zealanders over the medium{erm
with the baseline and balance sheet it has available. lt should provide insight into how the
department is addressing lhese core elements:

1. How is the department progressing and managing performance?

2. What are the department's strategic objectives and who are its customers (why
does this department exist)?

3. What interventions (activities, policy advice, outputs, services, funding, asset
provision and regulation) does the department plan to deliver over the next four
years to advance towards its strategic objectives?

4. How will the department organise and manage its people and other resources to
deliver these interventions?

For each of these, the 4YP should set out where the department wants to be in four years'
time, what will / needs to change, how it intends to get there. lt should set out where the
department has clear direction and aclions, where there is uncertainty, and how it intends to
resolve the uncertainty.

The 4YP should provide insights inlo how the department's baseline funding (operational and
capital) will be used over the nexl four years; the value that will be created by this; the
opportunities, challenges and pressures facing the department; and the options for addressing
these.

It should provide insights into the key strategic choices available to Ministry leaders and
Ministers and when these choices will need to be made.

While there is no template for a 4YP, there are certain requirements and expectations on what
they should include. lt must provide insight into the core elements, the key organisational detail,
and the supporling financial template must be attached.

Unpacking each element
Strategic thinking and planning is fundamentally about determining the department's response
to a number of prompts. The prompts 1o be considering are detailed below. Judgement is

needed about which of the prompts are the most important strategically, given your
organisational context, and therefore which ones need the most consideration and response.

Response to these prompts (as appropriate), along with the other criterial listed in Review and
use of the 4YP wjll be used to form a judgement about the quality of your department's 4YP
when reviewed by the Corporate Centre. During, and at the end of your strategic planning, it
may be useful to use these prompts as a check-list.



How is the department progressing and managing performance?

. What has changed since the last 4YP?

. How the department is progressing, as demonstrated by delivery against previous 4YPs?
What do your recent Annual Reports tell you about the department's performance and
what does this mean for your updated 4YP?

MPI'S 2017 4YP
sets out 'how will
we know we are
delivering'and
'progress since our
last plan'.

What has the department learnt about what works and what doesn't work? What
evaluations has the department undertaken?

How is the deparlment building on the last Plan, addressing previously unanswered
questions?

How does the depadment monitor its performance against the 4YP (eg, through the
inclusion of deliverables, milestones, measures or a dashboard of key performance
metrics)? How is the department tracking agarnst these?

What are the key strategic challenges and opportunities facing the department over the
next four (or further) years?

How will 1.re know $re are delivering?
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What are the department's strategic objectives and who are its
customers?

. What is the department's role in and how does the department intend to contribute
towards: the Government's priorities, relevant sector strategies and cross-agency
initiatives, including functional leadership prioritres?

. What is the nature and scope of the department's functions (including any departmental
agencies) and intended operations? Are these likely to change over the medium to long-
term?

. Who are the customers or businesses that the department is targeting with its strategy,
including different segments? What are their short and long{erm needs and impact?
What does the departmenl know about its customer experiences? How well is the
department delivering to New Zealand's diverse communities and people?

. What difference will the department have made in four years' lime for its cuslomers and
for the government?

The [,4OH 2017
4YP gave multiple
perspect,ves on
what the plan

means for
customers, DHBs
and the l\,4inistry.

How is diversity and inclusion connected to the context and strategic objectives of the
department?

How does the department intend to respond to its most recent PIF review, and the
commitment it made in its department response to the PIF? OR Does the PIF Four-year
Excellence Horizon need to be refreshed or revised?



What interventions does the department plan to deliver over the next
four years to achieve its strategic objectives?

. How well are the existing interventions delivering? What evaluations have been
undertaken of them?

. What are the department's oplions to deliver its interventions?

. Which of the department's interventions will be collaborative/m ulti-agency/all-of-
government and how will the department balance these with its own depanmental
accountabilities?

. [Where the department is a BPS Result Lead, BGA Lead, Functional Lead, Head of
Profession, or System Steward] What actions are being planned across government to
contribute to desired outcomes, what resources are devoted to this work, and are there
any tensions to be managed?

. ls the current set of interventions the most effective package? How is the department
using information to take a more evidence-based approach to choosing its set of
interventions? Are there alternative interventions that might provide better value?

. How is the department responding to changing demand?

o Who does the department work with or need to work with on delivering its strategic
objectives and Government priorities?

. Where relevantl How do Crown entities contribute towards the achievement of the
department's strategic ob.iectives and/or the government's wider ob.jectives? How is the
department managing its relationship/s with its Crown entities? Are there any major risks
or issues in terms of strategic intentions, performance, or sustainability relating to these
entities?

PART,r. cROwN ENTITY RESULTS,
CAPABILITY ANO CAPACITY

MOT'S 2017 4YP
shows the
Ministry's role in
relation to its Crown
entities

flf there is significant non-departmental fundingl What is purchased with non-
departmental funding? How does the department manage this non-departmental
funding? Who are the significant providers receiving non-deparlmental funding?

What are the department's regulatory priorities over its medium-term, including:

11



- proposals to undertake reviews of regulation, introduce or implement new regulatory
requirements or reforms, or undertake regulatory maintenance (eg, to improve
enforceability or clarity),

- how these regulatory pnorities were determined and how they fit with: its overall
strategic objectives, its other interventions, the government's overall key targets and
strategic priorilies, and sectoral regulatory priorities,

- the indicative timing of these prioritres?

What are lhe interventions that the department intends to stop, reduce or defer
(reprioritise) and how will this change be managed?

lf the department plans to deliver different interventions or organise its resources
differently over the period of the 4YP, how will the department manage this change?
What are the four to five things that the department really needs to focus on changing?

What are the key slrategic choices and trade-offs, including the need to scale or phase
some activilies, facing lhe department over the next four years? What information does
your department put most weight on when deciding between two alternatives?

Regulatory stewardship:

Departmental CEs have a statutory responsibility, under the State Sector Act '1998, for
stewardship o{ ihe legislalion administered by their departments. To inform is work. Cabinet
recently approved updated expectaiions for good regulatory practice. They comprise two sets
of expecrations - one for the design of regulatory systems and another for regulatory stewardship
by government agencies. See: http;//www.treasury.govt.n/regulation/expectations

How the department is meeting these expectations and any concrete plans for improvemenls
should form part of ihe context for the development of the 4YP.

Where relevant agencies should draw on their latest regulatory slewardship strategy, including
their regulatory syslem assessments in determining and describing the interventions they plan
to deliver over the next four years.

The stewardship stratcigy can be used to inform the plan, particularly in terms of providrng

inlormation relevant to strategic choices, priorities and planned activities. The end-to-end
systems focus of the regulatory stewardship strategy also provides a view beyond just the
department, as it includes the other agencies with roles in the regulatory systems that the
department needs.

12



How will the department organise and manage its people, other
resources and funding to deliver its interventions?

. How sustainable is the 4YP? What are the key things that could impact on the delivery
of the 4YP, and how does the department intend to manage these?

. ls the department's existing operating model the most effective and efficient one? What
might this need to look like in four (or more) years' time?

o How does the department intend to continuously improve and innovate to enhance
customer experiences and increased value?

. How will all of the resources be used in an integrated way to deliver intervenlions and
achieve goals or objectives? What are the linkages between these resources and the
management of them (see figure below):

S*"r"gi. J
otjectives 

I

Resources

Msisn / Outcsmes / Objectives

Strategic goallntermediate Oulcome

lnterventions

People
Assets

ICT
Suppliers

Funding'

Objective

lnlerventions

People
Asseb

ICT
Suppliers

Funding*

lnieruentions

People
Assets

ICT
Suppliers

Funding*

'Complemented by the fnancial teffplate

What are the department's workforce requirements to deliver its interventions?

r What do the strategic objectives and interventions mean for the organisation of the
department's workforce requirements? (eg, leadership, the priority capabilities, the
numbers and mix of skills, and the personnel costs?)

. What are the risks to delivery resulting from organisational capability and capacity gaps?

. What are the key workforce changes that the department will focus on lo ensure that it
will achieve its 4YP outcomes? What are the risks and opportunities around this?

o What actions are being taken now and planned to be taken to develop and sustain the

workforce required to deliver the department's strategic and delivery intentions over the
next four years?

13



How do changes to the department's operating model (now and over the next four years)
affect your workforce requirements?

How does your workforce integrate with your other resources?

What else is required to deliver the department's interventions?

. How is the department contributing towards the government's lCT, property, and
procurement strategies where appropriate?

. How vlill embracing the opportunities of digital, data, and technology deliver better
customer outcomes?

. How is ICT contributing towards achieving the agency's oblectives?

. Describe the role that other departmental functions have in conlributing to digital
transformation outcomes - e.g. policy, data management, change management, lT, HR
etc.

. How will the departmenl use its asset base in the implementation of strategy and how
will it fund the purchase and maintenance of those assets to ensure they are fit for
purpose?

. How does the department intend to work with those suppliers / providers / NGOS / other
government agencies who are critical to delivery of key outcomes? How will the
depaftment integrate services to deliver value?
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How will the Plan be funded?

. What is the depadment proposing to spend to deliver this plan and how will this funding
be allocated?

. Can the department deliver this plan with existing funding? lf not, what is proposed to
manage within existing funding levels?

. What are the key cosl drivers and pressures facing the department over the next four
years and how does it intend to manage these / allocate resources? See Financial
lnformation template.

o Whai is the department's view on its capital sustainability prospects?

lntegratin g organisational detail
The core of the plan should be supported by integrated information on the operating model /
organisational elements as expanded further below.

Operating model

A 4YP needs to provide lnsight into how the department intends to organise itself (and its
resources) to advance towards strategic objectives and deliver its proposed set of
interventions. The PIF Review process and guidance material3 can help departments think
about this.

It needs to demonstrate how the department is thinking about its delivery and organisational
sustainability over lhe medium-term. Sustainability needs to cover the workforce and all the
keyfunctional areas ofa department: information, technology, property, contracts and external
suppliers, asset management. lt also needs to bring these altogetherto set out the overarching
financial sustainability of the department from both an operating and capital perspective.

How you set this out in your 4YP will be up to you and the emphasis you place on different
functional elements will depend on how critrcal they are to your department. However you set
them out it should demonstrate integrated thinking with clear linkages between your strategic
intentions, planned interventions and different functional areas.

Workforce

The 4YP should show how you will position your workforce to meet your strategic and delivery
intentions over the medium{erm. There should be clear alignment between the department's
overall strategy and the workforce and employment relations strategies.

Every CE has a set of performance expeclations, which includes a range of people leadership
expectations, and some CEs have additional expectations relevant to the agency.a

3 https://www.ssc.govt.nzlperformance-improvement-framework
a For further information and guidance regarding Chief Executive Expectations departments are advised to

review http://www.ssc.govt.nzlperformance-expectations-public-seryice-ces
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You are encouraged to append your full workforce strategy, as supporting information.s

Key workforce elements of your workforce story should include:

o a high level assessmenl of how well the department's current workforce is placed to
deliver strategic and deljvery intentions,

. a high level summary of what the department's workforce will need to look like in four
years and beyond to successfully deliver on the plan,

o the analysis of workforce change required to bridge any gap betlveen current state and
future needs. Thjs should include proposed changes to workforce capability (e.9. priority
occupational groups/segments or digital leadership), any projected changes in people
numbers, costs and affordability,

o analysis of risks and opportunities around the department's workforce and its ability to
support the department's delivery intentions,

o commentary on the leadership, organisational culture, diversity and inclusion initiatives
and activities to attract and retain top talent that the department will need to successfully
deliver to your customers and the steps that will be taken to achieve this.

CEs have committed to a shared vision for diversity and inclusion throughout the State sector,
meaning:

. our State services reflect, understand and value the diversity of the communities we
SETVE,

. we use best practice to identify what works and drive change across the system to
create an inclusive culture across the public service,

. we deliver to New Zeaiand's diverse communities and people.

Leadership capability

Talent management is how we develop a State sector with the diverse leadership and talent
we need, in ways that make the biggest difference for New Zealanders - now and for the future.
Thls includes high potential people being identified and developed at all levels, ready for future
leadership and specialist roles. We are laking a.ioined-up, consistent and deliberate approach
to attract, identify, develop, deploy and retain great people - for the benefit of individuals,
organisations and the wider State sector.

Departmenls should consider:

o What is the department's approach to growing leadership and talent and how does this
integrate with system level priorities?

. How is the department intending to mature and exlend lalent management to all levels?

. What type of leadership needs to be built in Iine with the Leadership Success Profile to
deliver on the department's strategic objectives?

5 For further information and guidance regarding workforce strategy, departments are advised to review this
information, especially if they do not have a current workforce strategy, at
http://www.ssc.govt.n/workforcestrategy
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. What part of the leadership pipeline is the department focusing on, why has this area been
chosen, and how is change being delivered?

Workforce capability

. What is the department's current workforce capability picture? What does it need to look
like in four years and beyond?

. ls there a capability gap to where the department's workforce needs to be? What is the
department doing to address key gaps over the next four years?

. How will the department grow key capability sets - build, buy or borrow?

. What are the priority occupational groups/ workforce segmenls for the department and
its sector?

These are the groups/segments that are critical to the achlevement of your department's
strategic objectives over the next four years. These may not necessarily be areas where
your department has pressures or trouble retaining/recruiting, but are those that are vital
to achieving business goals.

Provide a nanative around these priority groups/segments using the questions below as
a guide. You may want to use a table style format to frame your response; eg:

Diversity and lnclusion

. What does diversity and inclusion mean to lhe department?

How does the workforce currently reflect the department's customers and where is
greater diversity needed to better reflect customers?

What is the currento and fulure state for diversity and inclusion in your organisation
(including any goals or targets) and how will the future state enable progress towards
strategic oblectives and business goals?

6 You may like to fold this into any EEO material you will provide and/or include any statistics you have available
including about average employee age, average tenure (years), unplanned turnover (%), % of ethnicity in
workforce (eg Maorl, Pasifika, Asian, MELM, ethniclty in workforce at management level), % women ln

workforce (eg across grades, at management level), pay gap (e.9. average gender pay gap, average pay gap
by ethnicity), and engagement survey results.

11

Priority Group Why are the capabilities of this
group critical to the department
achieving its strategic objectives?

What are the recruitment and

retention levels, how long does it

take to fill roles for this group?



What is the department's gender pay gap? Are the drivers ofthe gender pay gap

known? How is the department's planning to close this gap?

lf data is available, what is the department's ethnic pay gap and how is the
department planning to close this gap?

Digital and Data people capabilityT

. What new digital and data capabilities will be required to deliver to your slrategic
outcomes?

. What capacity shift (+/-) is required in key leadership and business capability areas to
contribute to digital transformation outcomes?

. What capacity shift (+/-) is required in key technical capabilities as your agency responds
to the government's Cloud First strategy and your agency's ICT strategy document (eg,

ISSP, Digital Strategy)?

Workforce capacity

. What are the key changes occurring in the department's position number and why are
these changing (or not)? lnclude the impact of any Budget initiatives that the department
is intendinq to submit.

. What strategies does your department have in place to ensure that it will be able to grow

or maintain its workforce at the desired level?

Forecasl FTE and vacancy numbersl

rotal Posltion i I I tI Numbers I

Nofes:

1. Please use the definitions used in the SSC Human Resource Capability SuNey (HRC)a.

For further informaUon and guidance regarding Government ICT strategy resources departments are advised

to review this inlormation hltpsJ/www.ici.govt.nzlstrategy-and-action-plan/strategy/

See http://www.ssc.govt. nzlworkforce-statS

ao J,,ne sO oec aO J;e 30 Ju;" ao run" 30 June 30 June
20172 20173 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022

(Basc-line)

The information table below is a key information requirement as this information is collected in
place of the December Capping return. lnformation given here forms Cabinet advice, it is
impofiant that the information is complete. Please ask your SSC workforce contact for any
assistance you need to complete this section.

While nanative covering non-depaftmental positions should be included throughout the plan,
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2. Please enter departmental position numbers as submitted for the June 2017 Human Resource
Capability Sur,/ey.

3. For December 2O17 and each of the out-years please provide expected position numbers that are
your best estimate based on, and aligned to, your 4YP strategic direction. Please indicate where
definitions do not match the HRC definition and the source and timing of the data.

Workforce costs

r What are the key factors driving anticipated changes in personnel costs over the next four
years, and how these are being managed?

. What are your planning assumptions around workforce costs (expressed as a percentage
of change from your personnel baseline) for each of the next four years? lnclude your
investment for the year to June 2018.

Planning assumptions should include costs derived from:

- previous commitments through bargaining,

- anticipated costs for future individual and collective pay settlements,

- remuneration forums outcomes,

- performanceincreases,

- progression costs, and

- the impact of any capacity or business changes.

. For Health and Education please also include planning assumptions for the Teaching and
DHB workforces. Your SSC contact will be in touch with further detail.

. Your planning assumptions should also be outlined in and consistent with the Financial
lnformation template.

Cost pressure and percentage change figures will be recorded in lhe Financial lnformation
\- template.

Other functional areas (information, technology, property, contracts and external
suppliers)

. What are the opportunities to:

- deliver integrated digital services designed around cuslomer needs and life-events,
in partnership with agencies, industry, and other non-government organisations?

- collaborate with other agencies and external parties to increase information gathering,
exchange and integration in order to enhance services and deliver the Government's
expectations for insight-driven decision making?

- partner with other agencies for shared investment in capabilities?

. What contracts are in place that deliver significant services that are critical to achieving
department outcomes?

. Who are the suppliers, providers and NGOs delivering these services?
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. What new activity will require third party suppliers, providers and NGOS?

. How does the department intend to work with these suppliers, providers and NGOs to
achieve the required outcomes over the next four years?

. To what extent does your department's property portfolio:

- align with the government's national property goals,

- provide a responsive, affordable, sustainable and safe work environment,

- assist in the delivery of front line services, and

- demonstrate inter-agency collaboration?

Asset management and investment intentions

You should be able to draw on existing asset management and investment information to
inform your 4YP. For example, up-to-date asset registers and condition assessments, asset
management plans, Long-Term lnvestment Plans, and any analyses of the department's
financial or operational capacity to manage deferred maintenance or emerging capital cost
pressures.

Departments are encouraged to consider the following:

. What is the existing state and performance of the department's asset base; including
asset condition, functionality (fitness for purpose) and utilisation?

. What are the main factors that affect and are expected to affect the future utilisation of
assets managed by the department?

. How will the department manage its capital needs over the period of the 4YP?

. How does the department ensure that its capital resources (eg, from accumulated
depreciation)are allocated to highest priorities within an agency?

. Are there any opportunities for (further) private sector management of or investment in

the department's assets; ie, facilities management outsourcing or Private, Public,
Partnerships (PPPs)?

. Whai are the key investments decisions that need to be made over the period of the
4YP? How will they be funded and is there a possibility of a bid for more capital?

o Are there any oppo(unities to fund future capital pressures from the existing balance
sheet or make a voluntary return of capital to the centre from reduced base capital
spending and/or disposing of surplus assets?

. How will the department manage its transition to as-a-Service delivery models and Cloud
adoption, in line with government ICT policy? What impact will this have on funding
profiles (Capex:Opex) and people capability needs?
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Financial information

There is no standard operating expenditure table required in the body of the 4YP (although the
standard capital expenditure table remains, see below). You are expected to tell your
department's four year financial story in the most meaningful way for your department. lt should
show the links between what you intend to deliver, how you will manage your resources to
deliver, and how you will fund all this within existing funding levels. lt should also provide
assurance that you understand your cost structures and how much it costs to deliver your
interventions.

The financial starting point for your medium term planning is the baseline for Votes as at
Budget 2017, lf additional decisions regarding funding are made prior to the submission of
the 4YP then agencies are welcome to incorporate them into their plan where practicable.

The 4YP should be completed on the basis of no new funding (from both an operating and
capital perspective), unless you have been advised of an indicative allocation for planning
purposes. Priority initiatives should be balanced with baseline pressures and new funding
requests should not be relied upon to achieve the department's objectives.

Agencies are increasingly using scenarios to explain the main choices over the planning
horizon. Base scenarios are often grounded current baselines or service levels. Other
scenarios may contrast the amount or type of demand for services, or the way services are
delivered or prioritised in the face of different funding constraints.

You might wish to set out your financial story based on your strategic objectives, customers,
delivery lines or key workforce groups. There needs to be a table or graph that sums up all the
forecast expenditure and how thrs relates to your strategic direction.

The 4YP should include commentary on both departmental and significant non-departmental
expenditure. For non-departmental expenditure the 4YP should set out:

. What is being purchased with non-departmental expenditure?

. How the department is managing the procurement of those goods and services that are
critical to delivering successful outcomes?

e What are the key pressures on this funding, how it is proposed these pressures be

managed and what are the key choices and trade-offs facing this funding?

These tables, graphs and commentary need to be supported by information submitted in the
Excel template provided alongside this guide. This provides a different cut to the financial story
told in the body of the 4YP and should reconcile with this but also be able to stand on its own.
You should not rely on the template to tell yourfinancial story and a 4YP should be able to tell
a department's medium-term financial story in the absence of the template (in other words
assume that the template is not attached nor read with the 4YP).

The 4YP needs to include the table below setting out the department's capital expenditure and
commentary on your ability to fund your capital intentions from existing resources and
baselines for the foreseeable future (ie, without new, unbudgeted funding). The commentary
should also set out the impact on capital spending from the pressures the department is facing
(for example price or demand pressures), and how these will be managed and any changes
being made to the operating model (for example leasing rather than buying lT storage
capability).
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We recognise that you may still be working through the design and costs for some intended
changes. Where this is the case, please include your best estimate of the costs/savings and
outline your key assumptjons.

Capital Expenditure - Departmental

2016t17
$0.000m

2017 t14
$o.000m

2020121
$0.000m

Opening Balance of Funding
Available

0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

Add depreciation funding received 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

Add receipts from sale of assets 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

0.000 0.000 0.000

Subtract capital investments
funded from baselines and balance
sheet

0.000 0.000 0.00 0 0.000 0.000

Eguars Closing Balance of Funding
Available 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

Sustainability and resilience

A key element of the mediumterm planning process is considering what might stop you from
achieving your 4YP (ie, achieving the milestones, delivering the interventions and advancing
towards strategic objectives) and what you intend to do as a result.

Medium-term pianning involves making a number of assumptions, working through these
assumptions, considering what would happen if they do not hold and how you would respond.
Key considerations should be what is the sustainability of the department in the medium to
long term and what is the risk appetite of the department. Departments face risk on several
fronts, including but not limited to:

. strategic risks, such as: pressures (including ministerial demands, policy changes,
demographic forecasts) on the department relative to core business and funding levels,
ability to deliver change initiatives (transformation overload), abillty to achieve
stakeholder buy-in; system stability, having the right information and data available,

. operational risks, such as: implications of living within baselines, staff retention / turnover
i capability, interventions do not achieve desired results / department fails to deliver,
expectations from customers/stakeholders are unrealistic, timely delivery of key projects,
failure of contracted providers to deliver,

. financial risks, such as: wage groMh, ability to make efficiency savings, significant
unforeseen events (eg, natural disaster), project budget overruns, and

. legal risks, such asi privacy/security breaches.

What are the mitigating actions required to manage the main risks (within appropriate risk
appetites)?

A number of risks that a department faces relate to ils planning assumptions. Key planning
assumptions should be included in the appropriate place.
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Further guidance on risk is available from the SSC on the risk dimension in the PIF framework,
Treasury lnstructions regarding financial risks, GCIO on ICT risks, and DPMC on national
emergenciess.

Another key question for you to consider is how well prepared your department is to deal with
a shock- This should be based on realistic scenarios that your department might face such as
a natural disasler or un-forecast volume pressure.

Fina n cia I lnfo rmation Te m p Iate

Ministers have expressed a high level of interesl in:

. collectively understanding cost pressures across the public sector in a consistent and
transparenl way, and

. exploring strategic and policy options that may be available to manage these pressures
within the broader context of delivering befter value for the public.

The Financial lnformation lemplate is designed to capture the information required in a

consistenl way so we can provide Ministers with a cross-agency view. There are two parts to
the template:

. Part 1 captures your cost pressures.

. Part 2 captures your strategic responses to those pressures along with your other strategic
changes planned to help you achieve your strategic direction.

lnstructions on how to complete the template are included within the spreadsheet.

The template should be filled-in once you have completed your medium-term planning and
needs to be uploaded into CFlSnet alongside your 4YP by 15 December 2017.

This information will be used by central agencies to advise Ministers on cost pressures and
agencies responses to identified pressures.

We have made some minor changes this year -

r We have reverted back to asking departments to identify pressures over-and above
approved baselines rather than an identified Base Year. The result of this is that
departments will no longer be required to identify cost pressures already built into
baselines. lf these pressures are material to your agency we encourage you to provide

additional comments in your template to ensure that your financial story is accurately
captured.

. Although departments are asked to begin their planning on the basis of Budget 2017
baselines, we aware that by the time the financial information template is submitted the
october Baseline Update (OBU) will have been completed. Departments are
encouraged to complete their template on the basis of OBU 2017 numbers, however if

See: pages 37-38 of hltpJ/www.ssc.govt.nZpif-core-guide-'l
http J/www.treasury.govt.nzlpublications/guidance/instructions,
httpsJ/www.ict.go!,t.nrict-system-assurance/ict-operations-assurance/ict-operations-assurance-framewo*-2l
http J/www.civildefence.govt.nzget-ready/at-work/#risk
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this presents an issue then BEFU 2017 may be used instead. please record the basis
used in the space provided on the template.

Please complete the templates in the Excel format provided. lt is crucial that you
complete the template in the prescribed manner to enable the information to be
aggregated. we appreciate this may present challenges for you in lerms of fitting non-
standard information into the template, but we encourage you to do your best and to
provide any explanatory notes in the comment areas provided, if you feel it is necessary.

Your financial template should also be consistent with the assumptions ouflined in your
plan.

I cogr prs4sul$ anstysts [5u$mltydar rte fln3t Four ysarptafi duE l5 DscEnr]sr 2017)
nFU X,r l

iil
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Review and use of the 4YP

Knowing how your plan will be reviewed

Your department's strategic planning process and the resulting 4YPs will be reviewed by your
Corporate Centre team once the plans are received. The purpose of the review is to support.
consistent feedback and conlinuous improvement of planning and delivery.

This review process is moderated 1o ensure consistency in approach. Consistency is important
as the quality of a depadment's 4YP is an input into CE performance management, and will
be reported to Ministers.

How well the appropriate prompts were addressed will inform the assessment along with:

. how engaged lhe senior leadership team appeared to be in the strategic planning
process,

. how integrated different parts ofthe agency appeared to be in the planning process (e.9.
were teams joined up in their work or working separately), and

. how well the department advanced the actions discussed with the Corporate Centre
team at the start of the process.

ln addition, the department's organisational context (size, scope, and stage in the strategic
planning cycle) and the discussions held with the department's Corporate Centre team at the
start of the process will be taken into account.

The review tool available to the Corporate Centre to help form judgements is available here.

The 4YP Review Template that will be used by the Corporate Centre is available here.

Four Y.!rPan r.v ew iool

Ho* is lh. deFrnn€.| progEseing ..d na..gl.s pedo.hrnce?

YafuD{qdtlhfuded
lr€urE or e 6ed d lq @hie reh6)? H* 6 &
dqfud,a&44dNlt.{?

YJh.l.r. rhe d.p.nm€nr. .1.a169ic obj.criv.. .nd Eho rr. xs.!.ron.15?
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Understanding how your plan will be used

4YPs should be the senior leadership team's document, but are provided to Ministers and the
Corporate Centre in order to give assurance that departments are fulfilling their stewardshio
obligationsl0, are sustainablell and operate in an inteqrated way (both internally and externally).

The provision of 4YPs helps inform government resource allocation and decision-making by
demonstrating the value created with existing baseline expenditure and resources; and by
identifying the strategic choices, trade-offs and decisions, including around scaling and
phasing of interventions and activities. They also enable the identification of system-wide
opportunities, tensions and risks.

4YPs are used by Ministers:

. to confirm that departments are clear on their strategy and to understand how
departments are planning to use their baseline funding progress towards strategic
obJectives and the Government's priorities,

. to understand the priorities, performance, pressures (including cost pressures) and risks
of departments,

. to understand the strategic choices, options and opportunlties that Ministers can
progress and to determine when these might need to be addressed, and

. to understand the value that existing funding seeks to achieve, including to inform Budget
decision-making over the mediumlerm.

4YPs are used by the Corporate Centre:

. to get insights on the quality of the thinking and decision-making in a department's
mediumterm planning process as an insight into organisational, sector and system
performance,

. to understand what departments will do individually and collectively to achieve
Government priorities and objectives in order to support depadments to deliver on these
priorities, and to ensure a coordinated and connected view of delivery priorities and
resourcing,

o to inform advice to l\,4inisters at a department and whole-of-government perspective on
strategic issues and choices, operational and capital sustainability, workforce numbers,
trade-offs and priorities,

. to inform advice and decisions at a whole of system level (such as workforce
interventions when a number of departments identify similar workforce pressures) and
identify opportunities for shared capabilities,

Under the State Sector Act 1988 "stewardship" means active planning and management of medium- and
long-term interests, along with associated advice.

Under the Public Finance Act 1989 Chief Executives are responsible for the financial sustainability oftheir
department. Sustainability in the 4YP context covers all elements of organisational sustainability as well as
financial sustainability.
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. to develop an understanding of how CEs are meeting their Public Service Performance
Expectations, including those in relationship to Ministers, People, Core Business,
Financial Management and System-wide Stewardship, and

. to help PIF Lead Reviewers build a picture of an agency; including strategic challenges,
budget and trend information; when preparing for and undertaking a PIF review,
especially to help an agency's CE and senior team build its Four-year Excellence
Horizon, which is then a key input into their next 4YP.

Are they required to be published?

No, however we recommend proactive release of non-sensitive elements of your 4YP to:

. support an understanding of what you are trying to achieve and how you intend to
achieve il among both internal stakeholders and with key partners, and

. anticipate requests by Parliament select committees as part of their Estimates
consideration.

lf you are planning on publishing your 4YP, and it includes sensitlve information used as an
input into the forthcoming Budget process, you should not publish it prior to Budget day.
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More detail on where the 4YP fits
This section outlines where 4YPs fit in relation to the other elements within the wider State
sector performance management system and in relation to the Budget.

Sector or system strategies and plans

4YPs need to be firmly grounded in the wider government and seclor picture, showing how a
department fits within the wider system, and how it is responding to government priorities.

Strategic planning should involve cross-functional and cross-sector collaboration to achieve
economies or efficiencies, improve services or service delivery, develop expertise and
capability, and/or ensure business continuity. Considering the role of, and your contribution to,
functional and Result leadership priorities, and any sector strategy or plan that will be useful in
considering how your 4YP will positively contribute to systemlevel priorities.

Performance lmprovement Framework (PlF)

it is expected that you will draw on your PIF Four-year Excellence Horizonl2 and your
department's response to the PIF Review when developing your 4YP. This is a strategic
narrative written by the external Lead Reviewers with the department's leadership team as a
way to shape where the department needs to be in four years' time and the opportunities and
challenges involved in getting there. lt gives CEs and senior leaders clarity about the most
imponant issues they need to work on to lift the department's performance over the nexl four
years.

lf your department does not have a Four-year Excellence Horizon (or will be doing one soon)
your 4YP will be an important input into creating the Four-year Excellence Horizon. Finally,
your 4YP sets out how you will achieve your Four-year Excellence Horizon.

Strategic lntentions

Your 4YP should set out the strategic objectives that your departmenl intends to achieve or
contribute to (known as strategic intentions in the Public Finance Act 1989). Departments are
required to provide inlormation on (and then publish and table in Parliament) iheir strategic
intentions under the Publrc Finance Act 1989.

At the start of your strategic planning process you should consider whether or not you intend
to revise your strategic intentions as per the Public Finance Act 1989 requirementsl3.

Where you are revising your strategic intentions, you should consider using the relevant
components of your 4YP to meet the Public Finance Act 1989 requirementsla. lnformation on
your strategic intentions tends to be less detailed than what is expected in a 4YP. You might
want to consider whether the information on your strategic intentions, that is ultimately
published and presented to Parliament, is taken directly from your 4YP and/or is a summary
of the relevant key elements of your 4YP.

For more information see: httpi//www.ssc.go\.t.nrpif-factsheet4.

See http://www.treasury.go\.t. nzlpublications/gulda nce/strategy/strateg icintentions-timeta bles for the triggers
for when a depaftment needs to revise its strategic ntentions.

http J/www.treasury. govt. nz./publications/g uidance/strategy
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lf you are revising your slrategic intentions, when you seek Ministerial endorsement of the 4YP
you should note that the Plan includes a draft set of revised strategic intentions which will be

finalised and pubiished following the outcome ofthe Budget process as per the Public Finance
Act 1989 requirements. Then you should aim to provide the final information on your
department's strategic intentions (including the statement of responsibility signed by the
department's CE and in the form in which you intend to publish) around April for the responsible
Minister to sign his/her statement indicating that the information is consistent with the policies
and performance expectations of the Government. Following this the strategic intentions can
be published after Budget day and presented to the House of Representative thereafter1s.

It is helpful to discuss your planned approach with your Corporate Centre team as part of the
discussion on your upcoming planning process.

Long Term lnvestment Plans

Changes to the investment management system came into effect on 1 July 201516. These
changes affect departments as well as Crown entities. One of the changes is the requirement
for 13 investment-intensive departments to develop Long Term lnvestment Plans (LTIP) which
have a minimum ten year planning horizon.

The LTIP describes an agency's potential investment journey: the rationale for and implication
of investment choices and actions that are designed to meet public needs over the planning
period.

Where 4YPs should be completed on the basis of no new funding, an LTIP can consider
scenarios that might require newfunding. If necessary agencies can use scenarios in 4YPs to
explain and resolve the main choices they face over the medium term with those set out in
their LTIP.

Relationship with the Budget

While the 4YP should be completed on the basis of no new funding, questions are often asked
about the relationship between 4YP.

The 4YP is a strategic plan which provides insights into how the all of the departments baseline
funding (operational and capital) will be used over the next four years. Over the medium-term,
the Treasury is looking to understand and signal with Ministers future budget pressures and
opportunities.

The 4YP is not a budget product and those 4YPs prepared to support budget bids risk taking
a limited or short-term view.

A quality 4YP will signal budget themes and cost pressures years in advance of any budget
bids. Scenarios might be helpful if a department's is looking to reconcile their plan with any
forthcoming budget bids to support different choices. Base scenarios, grounded current
baselines or service levels, might be compared against other scenarios contrasting the amount
or type of demand for services, or the way services are delivered or prioritised in the face of
different funding constraints.

See http r/www.treasury.govt.n/pu blications/guldance/strategy/strateglcintentions{lmetables for the Pu blic
Finance Act 19Bg requjrements regarding publication and presentation of strateqic intentions.

l\,4aterial on these changes can be found on the Treasury website at
httpr/www.treasury.govt.n/statesector/investmentmanagement
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'l

lf you are preparing budget bids, your 4YP should be visible in your budget bid - but not the
other way round (i.e. the budget bid should not be visible in your 4YP). Details needed to
support a budget bid should be provided through the budget process - not the 4YP.

Other planning and performance management documents

The relationship between the 4YP and other major strategy, planning and performance
management documents is shown in the diagram on the following page.
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More about the process supporting a 4YP

Strategy development and medium-term planning

Strategic planning is a continuous cycle (see following figure). The State Sector strategic
planning cycle results in a number of outputs with different time-frames and scopes,4YPs are

one product in this cycle. For more about this see More detail on where the 4YP fits.

Where your department is at on its strategy cycle will influence the process you need to
undertake, the decisions you need to support over the next six or more months, and the focus
of your engagements over this period. The scale and nature of change your organisation might
be going through will impact where your department is at on its strategy cycle.

Recognition of where departments are on this cycle is designed to shift the focus from
continually revising strategic intentions and planning to focus on delivery against strategic
intentions and plans. An ambition of the 4YP process is to get to a level of maturity where
departments produce a 4YP of sufficient quality that the Plan only needs to be substantially
reviewed every few years, untess it is valuable to the department, or it's lvlinister, to update it

more frequently.
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Early engagement

It is important for departments to get an early understanding of key stakeholders' expectations
and priorities to be addressed in the slrategic planning process. This is not about starting from
scratch, but about identifying where lhe agency is at on this strategic planning cycle, what was
indicated in the last 4YP, and identifying what further thinking and decisions are required in the
upcoming process. A key input into this will be the government's wider expectations for
agencies.

Engaging your Minister

While 4YPs are the responsibility of the department's CE, the responsible Minister is a key
stakeholder who should be involved in your strategic planning process, The strategic
objectives in the 4YP need to be consistent with the policies and performance expectations of
the Government, and endorsed by the responsible Minister. l\ilinisters should also undersland
and endorse the interventions that a department intends to undertake to achieve its strategic
intentions and be aware of how the department intends to manage its resources to deliver
these interventions.

Engaging the Corporate Centre

Engaging with your Corporate Centre team during the 4YP process enabies them to have
insight into the department's sirategic planning conversations and to provide support and
assistance in preparing your 4YP. We encourage regular, free and frank dialogue with your
Corporate Centre team over the course of your strategic planning process. At the start of the
process you should discuss with your Corporate Centre team:

. who will be the key contact people, including lead contacts from finance and workforce

. where you got to with your last 4YP and the Corporate Centre's feedback on this

. where you are in your strategic planning cycle

. the process and timeframes for the next six months including when, how, and on what
you will engage with your Corporate Centre team (see further below) and where you may
Iike advice or support.

The July to November engagement with the Corporate Centre team should at a minimum
provide visibility on:

. the key issues, opportunities and challenges the department is facing

. the cost pressures the department is facing

. the options the department is considering to address the above

. the key assumptions the department is making

. key changes you are considering and progress made from your previous 4YP

r the strategic choices and trade-offs the department is facing.
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Existinq delivery and evidence

You should be using data and evidence to inform your planning process and decision-making
on where to invest resources" lncreasingly departments are expected to have evaluation plans

in place for your interventions and the findlngs from these evaluation plans should be a key
input into your strategic planning process. Some departments are starting to use the CBAX
tool17 to help them assess the (relative) value being created by their existing services. The
Benchmarking Administrative and Support Services (BASS) and policy advice measurement
reports provide useful data on how your department is performing on lhese key elements and
where there might be opportunity for improvement.

17 See: http:/ 
^,ww.treasury.govt.nZpublications/guidanc€/planning/costbenefitanalysis/cbax
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Further lnformation
There are a number of places where you can find more in-depth information to develop the
foundations that support your strategic planning process. Some key websites are:

. Strategic lntenlions and Siatement of lntent guidance:
http ://w!wv.treasury. govt.nzlpu blications/gu idance/strategy

. PIF Four-year Excellence Horizon - a range of support is available to assist departments:
hn p: "www. ssc.govt.12./piI

. The Expectations for Regulatory Stewardship:

http://w\&ry.treasury.gov,t.nzlpublications/guidance/regu latory/systemrepofi/04. htm# toc1.
1

. Organisational Capability and Workforce Strategy resources departments are advised
to revlew this information, especially if they do not have a current workforce strategy at
http;//www.ssc. govt. nzlworkforcestrategy

. Agencies are required to ensure alignment between their ICT and business strategies
and the Government ICT Strategy and Action Plan 10 2017 which can be found at
http ://ict.govt. nzlstrategy/

. Government National Propedy Strategy and Principles (GNPS): \[^iwv. pmcoe.govt.nz

. Procurement g u idance: www.llusiness.govt. n/procurement

. lnvestment management system material can be found al
http://www.treasu ry. govt. nzlstatesector/investmentmanagement

. Statutory Crown entities: Guidance for departments: https://wl/iw. ssc.govt. nzlcrown-
entities-g u ida nce-for-departrnents (including roles in administering appropriations for
non-deparlment expendlture)

. Risk management guidance and resources are available on the following websitesi
http://wxvw.treasury.govt.nzlpublicat ons/guidance/instructions/201 4/36.htm
http://www.iso.org/iso/home/standards/iso31 000.htm
pages 37-38 of http://www. ssc.govt. nzlpif-core-g uide-1

http://wvwv. treas u ry. g o!'t. nzlp u blications/gu ida nce/inst ructio n s

https://www. ict.govt. nzlict-system-assu rance/ict-operatlons-assurance/ ctoperations-
assura nce-framework-2/
http://www. civildefence.govt. nzlget-ready/alwork/#risk
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Key definitions
Corporate
Centre team

CBA i CBAx

FTEs

Functional leads

Employee

lnterventions

Medium-term
planning

Operating model

Responsible
Minister

Strategic
plan n ing

Vacancies

ICT

Officials from the Treasurv (including the relationship manager for the
department, Vote manager, and Vote analyst), SSC (including Deputy
Commissioner/Assistant Commissioner, EMPG and Workforce
colleagues), the Government Chief lnformation Office and New Zealand
Government Procurement.

Cost Benefit Analysis. CBAx is tool to help agencies undertake cost
benefit analysis. CBAX is a spreadsheet model that contains a common
database to help agencies monetise impacts and do return on
investment analysis.

Full Time Equivalent. For the calculation of an organisations FTEs add
together the number of FTEs and the number of FTE vacancies as at
the Human Resources Capability (HRC) Survey date.

The three functional leaders of Property, Procurement and lCT.

Further information can be found at: http://www.ssc.govt-nz/bps-
functional-leadership.

An individual who has an employment agreement with the chief
executive, and to whom the usual conditions relating to being
employees apply (eg, the organisation can specify hours of work, place
of work, supervision arrangements).

lnformation and Communications Technology. This spans information
management, technology infrastructure, and technology-enabled
business processes and services.

Interventions are the externally facing actrons and products that the
depanment delivers to move towards its strategic obiectives. These
include policy advice, service provision, contracted outcomes/ outputs,
funding provision, regulation, and asset provision.

The process of determining what a department will do and how it will
organise itself and allocate resources to achieve its strategic intentions
over a period of at least four years.

How the department organises itself to achieve its strategic ob.jectives,
how it deploys its resources and delivers value to its customers.

The Minlster responsible for the performance of the department as
defined in the Public Finance Acl 1 989.

The process of determining a department's strategic intentions and
making decisions on what it will do and how it will organise itself and
allocate resources to achieve these over the medium and long term.

Roles in an agency that are unfilled.
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